Abstract
Introduction
Software testing is a very important step in software quality assurance. Various testing methods have been proposed to generate test cases from Boolean expressions in a program [1] [2] . These methods derive various test conditions from logic expressions to detect a variety of fault types. This article explores several types of faults that can arise in a Boolean specification. Fault-based analysis of a Boolean specification has been investigated by Kuhn, Tsuchiya and Kikuno [3] [4] . Kuhn discovered a hierarchy of fault classes in a Boolean specification [3] . He showed that a test case that can detect a variable reference fault can also detect the variable negation fault, and a test case for the variable negation fault can detect the expression negation fault. Tsuchiya and Kikuno further analyzed and extended the hierarchy by including missing condition faults in the hierarchy [4] . They presented that a test case that can detect a missing condition fault may not be able to detect the corresponding variable reference fault, and vice versa.
The ordering of the fault class hierarchy is consistent with the ordering of the effectiveness of various fault-based testing methods presented by Weyuker et al. and Vouk et al. [2] [5] . Thus the fault class hierarchy helps to explain the experimental results on the effectiveness of fault-based testing and enables us to analyze existing testing techniques.
Definitions, terminologies and notations are presented in section 2. In section 3, we extend the fault class hierarchy given in [3] .
Notation and Terminology
We now present the notation and terminologies used in this article. Let Boolean expressions S and S' denote a specification and its faulty implementation respectively. If a test can detect faults in S', it will cause S  S' to evaluate to true (  is exclusive or). Thus S  S' is referred to as the fault condition for S.
We make the same assumption as in Kuhn [3] . Let S be a specification in disjunctive normal form:
In this article, we will discuss the following categories of faults. replaced by e. The fault conditions for the fault categories given above are shown below. To understand the relationship among fault types, we need the following definition. Definition: For fault types F1 and F2, if any test set that is guaranteed to detect all possible faulty implementations of type F1 will also detect all the faulty implementations of type F2, fault type F1 is said to be stronger than fault type F2.
Hierarchy of Fault Classes
A hierarchy of fault classes has been developed about fault types VRF, VNF, ENF and MVF in [3] and [4] . VRF is stronger than VNF; VNF is stronger than ENF; and MVF is stronger than VNF. MVF is a subset of VRF if the term containing the missing variable in MVF is not the single variable term. In order to detect faults VRF, VNF, ENF and MVF, it suffices to use a test set that can detect variable reference faults VRF and missing variable faults MVF for single variable terms.
Other types of faults MEF, ENF-and MVF+ have been studied in [6] . MEF is stronger than VNF; VNF is stronger than ENF-; and MVF is stronger than MVF+ if MVF+ is not the type MEF. For the fault types VRF, VNF, ENF, MVF, MEF, ENF-and MVF+, we know from [3] [4] and [6] that it is effective to focus on variable reference faults VRF and missing expression faults MEF.
In the following we will discuss variable insertion faults VIF and VIF+, operator reference faults ORF and their relationships with other types of faults.
In this section, we assume that S is a specification in disjunctive normal form: 
X of S is replaced by 1 2 x , the fault condition for the variable reference fault is 
The fault condition for the variable reference
Thus in this case the Theorem still holds.
From Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 we obtain that the variable insertion faults VIF and VIF+ are stronger than the variable reference faults VRF. The next theorem tells us that operator reference faults ORF are stronger than expression negation faults ENF. 
The fault condition for the corresponding expression negation fault is
Theorem 4 If the expression
i X containing the missing variables
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that the missing variables are
The fault condition for the missing subexpression fault From Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, we know that missing subexpression faults MVF+ are stronger than operator reference faults ORF which in turn are stronger than expression negation faults ENF. From [6] , we know that the fault type MVF is stronger than MVF+ if MVF+ is not the fault type MEF. Thus according to the theorems in this paper and the results in [3] [4] and [6] , we conclude that to detect all types of faults mentioned in this paper, i.e. VRF, VNF, ENF, MVF, MVF+, MEF,MEF-, VIF, VIF+ and ORF, we should focus on fault classes VIF, VIF+ and MEF when we design the test cases for all these fault types.
